Grade 1
Blackline Masters for Sample Lesson
Lesson 38
Digraph $ch$
Lesson 38: Digraph ch

Directions: Help students identify the pictures on the charm bracelet. They color the pictures with names that begin or end with the sound /ch/ as in chain. (chair, sandwich, chest, cherries, branch)

Name

Lesson 38: Digraph ch

Directions: Students identify the picture, circle the word that names it, and write it on the line to complete the sentence.

Name

I will eat my ___________.

-- crunch

-- punch

-- lunch

Here is a ___________.

-- chick

-- chip

-- chap

This is her ___________.

-- chum

-- chat

-- chin

Sit on the ___________.

-- ranch

-- bench

-- munch

He will ___________ logs.

-- chin

-- chop

-- chase

---
Name__________________________________________

Directions: Students identify each picture and write sh or ch on the line to complete the word.

_______ in
_______ di
_______ fi

_______ ip
_______ ick

_______ sandwi
_______ ell

_______ ben
_______ est
_______ bru

Lesson 38: Digraph ch

Template 2: Tic-Tac-Toe Grid
ELL Lesson 38: Digraph ch

Directions: Students identify the name of each picture and how the pictures relate to the rhyme.

Directions: Students complete each word by writing the letters ch. Then they draw a line from the word to the picture that illustrates it.